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NHA Services Announces New Partnerships
LINCOLN, NEB. – NHA Services, Inc. announces four new companies to their expansive list of preferred business
partners for Nebraska hospitals. NHA Services is a wholly‐owned subsidiary of the Nebraska Hospital
Association (NHA). Designed to reduce health care supply chain expenses, NHA Services is a collaboration among
the NHA, NHA member hospitals and other Nebraska health care organizations and providers.
The newest partners for NHA Services are CHC Supply Trust, Five Nines, Constellation and COMMONd.
CHC Supply Trust through its parent organization Community Hospital Corporation offers practical solutions that
help community hospitals enhance efficiencies, improve quality and strengthen financial stability through
effective supply chain management and providing access to a national group purchasing pricing program. Five
Nines leverages technology to drive business success, with offices in Lincoln, Omaha and Kearney, Five Nines
provides a fully‐outsourced IT department, Managed IT Services, to clients in Nebraska. Constellation, an Exelon
company, is a leading competitive energy company providing power, natural gas, renewable energy, and energy
management products and services for homes and businesses across the continental United States. COMMONd
is a leader in network security, network optimization, protection, and compliance for business network
infrastructure.
NHA Services helps providers find cost‐effective, appropriate solutions to their operational challenges. Using
NHA Services Preferred Business Partners provides direct financial support to all NHA programs.
NHA Services is hosting a complimentary one‐day event in Kearney on Wednesday, May 3, 2017. At this event,
there will be an opportunity to learn more about these companies and organizations that are committed to
serving Nebraska hospitals and other health care providers. Learn more about this event, the partners listed
above and our many other partners at nebraskahospitals.org/nha‐services.html.
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